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From concept vehicle to mass production
How can sustainable design practices and processes be used daily?

Two main focus areas with their unique challenges:

Design sustainable cars
Leverage a sustainable 

design process

Atos tackles both challenges jointly with our customers and partners

CO2
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Who is Atos?
The leader in secure and decarbonized digital

* Named, active clients only 

700+
large manufacturers 

trust us 24x7
In Aerospace,, 
Automotive,                                                 

CPG/Process,         
Chemical & Discrete 

Manufacturing

in 71+ countries           
on 5 continents

We co-innovate with 
world leaders to 
invent the future            
of Manufacturing

In all sectors

We build                                                                                                                     
Smart                                                                  
Industries

From                                                                                                
product-centric                                                                                         
to service-centric                                                                          
models and                                                                            
ecosystems

We invent                    
next generation 

industry resilience

#1 Europe, #2 ww

We shape the          
data-driven           

industry platforms

#1 Europe, #4 ww

In HPC, AI & Quantum

We lead the way            
to NET Zero  

industries

#1 in Sustainability

We provide ultimate                                                                   
business agility                                                              
to accelerate growth

Direct2Consumer channels,                                                                   
As a service models                                                        
Autonomous vehicles, ….

Smart products 
& services

Mass 
personalization

Pay 
as-you-go
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Supporting our customers in their decarbonization journey
From green IT to IT for green, sustainability advisory, life cycle assessments and more 

Technology Sustainability

Build the market-first 
end-to-end portfolio to 
create faster paths to 

net-zero

A leading consulting firm in 
decarbonization and net-zero 
trajectories. 

A world IT player and Digital 
Transformation leader. 

Advisory Carbon creditsR&D innovation Digital Portfolio
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Case for action: Designing sustainable products
Addressing a big part of carbon emissions

55%
Energy

45%
Products

ZERO EMISSIONS

55%
Emerging 

Tech, 
carbon 

capture, 
storage 
and diet 

shift

45%
Circular 

economy
Use less materials 

Use materials with lower 
embodied emissions 

Keep products in life for 
longer 

+ Circular economy

Our options

Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Completing the Picture: 
How the Circular Economy Tackles Climate Change (2019)
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The concept of “Green PLM”
Embed sustainability in each and every product

Decision 
making

Material

Life-Extension &
Circular Economy

We need to …

… quantify the environmental 
impact of products during product design

… have the ability to take decisions 
to reduce and manage the product’s impact

Green
PLM
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Material & Decision support: Gaining emission information
Understand a vehicles sustainability performance over its whole life cycle

Vehicle Development Production
End-of-life 
/ second 

life
Use Phase

CO2 footprint of purchased components

CO2 footprint of raw materials

Sustainability regulations & other factors

suppliers

suppliers / emission databases

Various systems if available at all

Data availability, data 
quality, data integration

A set of possible approaches and solutions that Atos covers:

Supplier data acquisition LCA databases PLM integration Other solutions
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Life extension: Leverage environmental and economic modelling 
An example for electric vehicles: Catena-X Digital Battery Passport Working Group

OriginSustainability
State of 
Health

Materials Supply chain

Suppliers Manufacturer Trade, 
distribution Consumer Recycler

Digital battery passport 
Include the battery in the circular economy completely

Gaia-X & other 
Ecosystems Building IDS connectors Digital platforms IT Security, IP Mgt., etc.

A set of skills and solutions that Atos can provide:
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How to get started with Green PLM?
Atos offers co-creation workshops with clear outcomes to get Green PLM started

9

Co-development 
possibilities

Phase 5

Develop a high-fidelity mockup/prototype for 
one or more use cases

Phase 4

Phase 3

Follow-up session to review progress

Phase 2

Deep-dive on one or more use cases
Sketch & Wireframing of first ideas

Phase 1

Innovation & Co-creation Workshop
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Sustainability vs High Performance Computing
Simulation is key enabler for faster creation of CO2-friendly cars

“HPC power consumption is skyrocketing”

“There is an explosion ahead of us” “Predictions for the next years are not so good”

“Computing power growing exponentially”

But can fast be green?
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An overview of the Engineering-IT landscape
Exploring areas for reducing carbon emissions

Full stack ecosystem for
Decarbonized HPC Simulation, Deep Learning and Analytics

CAE IT Orchestration
Services & Software

HPC Cluster Hardware
Atos Hardware and Datacenter Offerings

Datacenter
HPC 

Nodes

Creating HPC 
Clusters out of 
single nodes

Integration into 
the existing IT 

landscape

CAE Application 
Management

CAE Workflow 
Automation

CAE License 
Management

Simulation Data 
Management

IT Security 
Compliance

Data Retention

Identity- & Access 
Management

Pre- / 
Postprocessing 

Tools

CAE Workplace 
Virtualization

HW 
Maintenance
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Sustainable and energy-efficient compute infrastructure
Continuously innovating to create low-carbon servers and data centers

BullSequana X is among the 

greenest 
supercomputers

72 patents around cooling 
for HPC to achieve a

PUE < 1.02

Research on

Green Hydrogen 
HPC
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How to quantify and reduce the energy intensity of calculations?
Getting beyond consumption data per data center or server

Analyze
your HPC solver

Discover
inefficiencies

Dynamically reduce 
clock speeds

Higher efficiency and lower energy consumption
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Leveraging physics-informed AI to make development more efficient
Go beyond numerical simulation limits

AI4Simulation

Modeling &
Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

Training

Generative Design 
exploration of the 
parametric space 

Surrogate Deep Learning (DL) model 

AVBP

[AVBP-DL]

φ
Solver

Example: AI4Sim powering the generative design of H2 combustion chambers

Precision: Higher Time To Solution: 5.5x Speed up
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Key take-aways
Leverage digital solutions for decarbonized product engineering

For holistic CO2 reduction, many aspects have to be considered 

There are some tools that enable sustainable design

Atos combines expertise in Sustainability Consulting and IT

Let’s find out together where the biggest carbon-reduction potential is!
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